Identifying the Critical Learning Phases:
A Key to Effective Instruction
by Kathy Richardson
In this issue, Kathy Richardson continues her discussion of Critical Learning Phases
from the Fall 2003 issue of Intersection.
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Picks up the one
“named” number
asked for

Sally’s mother asks her
to get three spoons
from the table Sally
carefully counts the
spoons “  ” and
then picks up the
spoon she touched
when she said “three”
“Here is three” she
says as she hands the
spoon to Mom

Counts past the
number asked for
and doesn’t notice

Counts past the
number asked for
and self corrects

Donny’s teacher asks
him to put  scissors in
the scissor can
Donny begins to count
the scissors as he fills
the can “One two
three four five six
seven…” He
continues to count
and place scissors in
the can not noticing
he has passed the
required number

“I am going to get six
napkins for my
table” Jenny tells her
friend She stacks the
napkins carefully as
she counts
“   
Oops I got too
many I have to start
over”

of an unorganized group of objects and will
also be able to count out a particular quantity
from a larger group of objects
The graphic above shows the stages children
move through on their way to reaching just one
aspect of counting that is the ability to count
out a particular number when asked to get a
particular quantity
When a child is able to do a task we are often
unaware that the child lacks understanding of
the important underlying mathematical
concepts Consider the following example: I
observed Josh a first grade student filling a
container with cubes and counting each cube as
he dropped it into the container He counted
accurately as he filled the container with eight
objects When finished he wrote the numeral
on his paper He did the task with such ease that
I decided to present a more challenging task
Knowing that counting the cubes one at a time
and placing them into a container was easier
than counting an unorganized pile of cubes I
asked him to fill the container first then dump
out the cubes and see how many he had This
variation of the task would require him to
organize and keep track of the objects
something unnecessary when he was counting
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Gets a certain
quantity when
asked
Jill has been asked to get 
pieces of paper for the
children at her table She
confidently counts out the
 pieces of paper and
delivers them to the
children

each one as he put it into the container So Josh
filled a smaller container with  cubes dumped
them out as directed and then proceeded to
count them Without the full container as a cue
to stop counting he counted the  cubes
correctly but he didn’t stop He kept on
pointing and “counting” them over and over
again I stopped him and asked him to hand me
three of the four objects He handed me one I
then asked him to hand me two objects He just
handed me the rest of the cubes one at a time
While Josh is older than most children who are
at this stage this level of thinking is not unique
or even unusual
Another child helps us appreciate the
complexity of counting I assessed Cherita by
having her count an unorganized pile of
objects She counted those objects correctly
easily keeping track as she went Then I asked
her to make a pile of  objects She began
making a pile of counters but didn’t notice
when she got to   She kept counting and
adding to the pile until she had put all
counters into the pile So I asked her to make a
pile of   Again she counted until she used all
counters It may appear that the problem
was simply a language problem but I have
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found that once I am working with a number that has meaning for the child the instructions are
easily followed This was the case for Cherita When I asked her to make a pile of  she was able to
hold that number in mind and stop when she had reached the appropriate amount
Another critical learning phase that is often overlooked relates to children’s understanding of
numbers as tens and ones Children are often able to label the digits in a number as tens or ones
but that does not mean they understand the underlying structure of the numbers The graphic
below demonstrates the stages
Counts objects
without organizing
into tens

Jo has been assigned the
task of determining how
many tiles will fit on a
paper shape She has
been asked to find out
how many tens and ones
it will take to cover the
shape She uses two
colors as suggested but
does not organize the
tiles in any way When
asked to tell how many
she counts all the tiles
by ones

Organizes into
tens and ones but
then counts by
tens and ones

Organizes into
tens and ones
but counts all

Javier covers a paper
shape with tiles Each
time he has ten he
changes to another
color He reports that
he could fill the shape
with four tens and six
ones When asked to
tell how many he
counted he counts “
       
   There’s ”
he says

JueMay is following
directions when she
covers a paper shape
with tiles She counts
the tiles as she goes and
each time she gets to
ten she chooses a
different color When
she is finished she
reports that she made
tens and  leftovers
When asked to tell how
many altogether she
ignores the groups of
ten and counts each tile

Knows instantly
when the number
of tens and ones
is known
Barbara covers a paper
shape with blue and
yellow tiles organizing
them into groups of ten
as she goes When she
finishes she says “There
are  groups of ten and
leftovers That’s  ”

When children understand numbers are composed of tens and ones they can learn to combine the
tens and ones with relative ease forming additional tens as needed However it is not effective to
teach a child to “add the tens” if to them the “tens” are simply digits in a number They may learn
to get answers but without understanding When children receive instruction before they have the
foundational ideas necessary to understand the mathematics present in the problems they are asked
to solve the best they can do is memorize the steps for getting right answers to these problems
Through my many years of studying children and
my research on how they develop mathematical
concepts I know it is essential for teachers to look
closely at children’s thinking and recognize the
critical learning phases as children move through
them if they are going to provide meaningful and
effective instruction and ensure maximum learning
for each child

A student works on counting tens with Unifix cubes.
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